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Historical Research in the Refurnishing Process, The Example of Province House
National Historic Site.
Tudith Tulloch
The historical researcher has a major and continuing role in project development
work undertaken by Parks Canada. For the researcher, work usually begins long
before any other project activity takes place. A comprehensive report dealing with
the construction of the site, as well as structural changes and building use since
construction forms the conventional first step in the research process. This report
then serves as the base which project team members in other disciplines use to
initiate further studies in their own area of expertise. The historian continues to
take an active role in the development team throughout the life of the project. One
major task is to undertake focus research on specific topics to meet the needs of the
restoration architect or engineer, curator and interpreter. These reports may often
be presented in simple memo form yet they contribute to the overall success of the
project.
Historical research involvement in the restoration and interpretation of Province House National Historic Site, Charlottetown, P.E.I., has followed these steps
although responsibility for the research was transferred from program headquarters
in Ottawa to the Atlantic Region office in Halifax in the early stages of the project.
The initial research was undertaken by Mary Cullen of the Research Division,
National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Ottawa. The results of her extensive work
were published as MRS 211, A History of the Structure and Use of Province House,
Prince Edward Island, 1836-1977 (1977). This report provided the restoration
architect with invaluable information on the construction of the building, including
the original specifications and contracts. Similarly it detailed the original estimates
for furnishings - vital material for the curator.
As the historian assigned to the project in the regional office, I found my work
eased by the thorough documentation inherited from Ms. Cullen. The MRS report, 3
Research Bulletins and the research files which were transferred to this office in
1978 represented a veritable mine of information. Province House is in fact
extremely well documented, particularly in comparison with many other non-military
sites. Detailed accounts of purchases and repairs, for example, were printed in the
provincial Assembly Journals for the 1850s and these provide many clues to the
furniture and interior finish to the building during these years. The date of
restoration for the building was established as September 1864 - the time when a
group of colonial politicians met there to begin the discussions which led to the union
of three of the British North American provinces as the dominion of Canada in 1867.
We were accordingly faced with the task of restoring and interpreting, to a set
moment in time, a building which for 16 years had housed the provincial legislative
chambers and supreme court as well as offices for colonial administrators. Province
House is indeed well documented. Yet the task of portraying the interior appearance
of the building as accurately as possible required extremely close analysis of
available material, extrapolation from both site specific and comparative documentation and finally speculation and supposition.
The following memos present a useful case study of the role of historical
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research in the refurnishing of a restored building. The initial documentary analysis
of the furnishings, drawn from Cullen's findings and from additional research on
comparative source material, was completed in April 1979. As the curator developed
the furnishings plan from this analysis, I received requests for clarification or
amplification of certain points. In addition, new information obtained from detailed
study of the documents dealing with the ground floor offices and from the
investigations of the restoration architect prompted some reconsideration of conclusions I had earlier reached. The memos help to illustrate the thought-process by
which documents can be analyzed (always with the awareness that the researcher
may be over-analyzing) to provide a solid foundation for a refurnishing program.
Second Storey - Province House furnishings and interior finish (April 1979)
Library (213)
Stoves: stoves appear to have been installed when the building was opened. The first
reference to them occurs in 1854 when a stove and stovepipe were repaired. In 1857,
a Russia iron dumbstove (L 3) was purchased for the Colonial Building although its
location was not specified. The upper library was opened in 1856 so it is possible that
that stove was in fact purchased for this room. In 1859, Russia iron blowers were
bought for the library stoves. Documents are not specific but two stoves at either
end of the main room with pipe extending through the ceiling for the dumbstove
above would seem to be the most logical arrangement. At least one of the stoves was
new in 1864 since in February, John Cairns was paid for providing a stove for the
library.
Lighting: gas was introduced into the library in 1855. A payment of over i 150 to the
Charlottetown Gas Light Company during 1855 was described as "gas and fittings."
This sum would include piping within the building and probably across Queen's Square
to the main gas pipes (this was the initial installation) so does not necessarily imply
ornate fixtures. In 1859, William Allin, an ironmonger who did a fair proportion of
the gas fitting and repair, was paid for repairs to the library lamp but the work was
unspecified. Another 1859 reference is more intruguing - in July of that year, a ball
was held at Province House for Sir William Fenwick Williams. The newspaper
account of the ball sates that the legislative chambers and library were brilliantly
lighted -"new and improved gasoliers having been introduced for the occasion." Might
some of the three hanging lights now in the council chamber date from this ball there seems to be fairly general agreement that they could be of this period. The
two end lamps do not seem to have been in the chamber until at least the late 1920s they may have been installed by H.R. Stewart in his renovations of the room around
that time. In this case, it is possible that the fixtures may have been removed from
the library which, early in the 1930s, was partitioned into three rooms following the
removal of its books to the new public library opened in 1930. This sequence of
events is theoretical but might form the basis for further discussion of library
lighting. Regardless of the type of gas fixture, it is probable that candles and/or
fluid lamps provided additional light in the room although considerable natural light
would be available in view of the room's southern exposure.
Furnishings and fixtures: original furniture for the library was probbly supplied by
Charles Dogherty (as argued by Mary Cullen). No lists or descriptions of items are
available. The detailed accounts for the 1850s are less specific than those for other
rooms but provide some valuable material. In 1852, a copy of Wright's map of P.E.I,
(based on Admiral Bayfield's survey) was placed in the library. These maps appear to
have been mounted and hung on rollers. In 1854, Charles Dogherty provided a
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mahogany desk covered with superfine (i.e. high quality) cloth. This desk cost
L3/10/- and can be compared with four other desks provided around the same time by
Dogherty - a large counting house desk with 7 drawers and covered top, surveyorgeneral (L 5), large desk, attorney general (13/10/-), writing desk, crown land office
(L 1/7/6) and mahogany desk, president of council ((L 6). In later years, Dogherty
provided a number of other items of furniture -1857, 4 mahogany doors with glass and
locks (presumably for open bookcases previously supplied), 1858, 2 mahogany bookcases (9 t 8 and 1858, cleaning and varnishing the end of a table. In 1856, a small
table was bought at a cost of 10s. There were probably a number of desks in the
room since an account in 1861 refers to the purchase of keys for "desks". In addition,
there would have been some chairs, possibly similar to those in the assembly and
council chamber, presumed to have been made by Dogherty. New chairs were also
provided in July 1864 by local cabinetmaker, George Douglas (L 10/1/-). Shelves were
installed in 1858 although it is possible that this was work in the upper library.
Although their location was not specified, it is likely that the 2 mahogany bookstands
bought from Butcher in 1862 (L 4/5/-) were placed in this room. No other references
to type of furniture have been found.
The windows in this room appear to have been fitted with both blinds (brown
holland as in the council?) and curtains. The floor was carpeted in the conventional
fashion with material tacked down over a layer of straw. As in much of the building,
the library walls seem to have been tinted and the ceiling whitewashed.
Lists of books purchased for the library will be compiled from published and
manuscript sources. In general, the library appears to have held copies of P.E.I,
official publications as well as those from many of the British North American
colonies and Britain. Since the library was also used by court officials and lawyers, it
held legal texts and opinions. Some periodicals (Blackwood's is mentioned specifically) and current novels and non-fiction were also held. In the best library tradition,
there were frequent complaints of people taking books without signing them out and
notices were placed in local papers urging the return of abstracted books.
Clerk of Council's office (214)
In 1864, this office was occupied by Charles Desbrisay, clerk of both the executive
and legislative councils until 1860. He had occupied this post as clerk and assistant
clerk for 25 years. In 1860, the post was divided with Desbrisay remaining as clerk of
the executive council and J.B. Cooper, a civil servant, taking over the duties of clerk
of the legislative council. As clerk of the executive council, Desbrisay appears to
have functioned rather like the modern secretary to the cabinet, e.g. he was
responsible for the order of business, records, minutes, accounts &c. There was also
an assistant clerk of the executive council appointed after the division of the office
of clerk of the councils in 1860. In 1864, this position was held by Donald Currie.
Stoves; in 1858, a Franklin stove was purchased for the clerk of council's office. This
is not necessarily Room 214 since in 1861, Desbrisay also had an "upper" office
(presumably on the third floor) and in 1860, a room was described as the clerk's
anteroom. It is possible that the upper office was opened in 1860 when the post of
clerk was divided although in 1859 there is a reference to "stoves" for the clerk which
may indicate that the room was already open on the third floor. On the other hand,
Desbrisay appears to have had an anteroom to his office which may have opened as
early as 1856 so the extra stove in 1859 may have been in that room. In the absence
of more specific information and in view of the common use of Franklin stoves in the
building, a Franklin stove would seem a logical choice for this room.
Lighting; gas lighting seems to have been extended to this room late in the 1850s,
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possibly when the council chamber was fitted for gas. Both burning fluid and candles
were purchased throughout the 1850s and early 1860s so it is likely that they provided
light for closer work.
Fixtures and furnishings: regrettably the clerk's office was not mentioned in the 1848
list of furnishings. A number of specific items were mentioned in the 1850s and
1860s and provide some clues for re-furnishing. In 1852, a copy of Wright's map of
P.E.I, was provided for the clerk's office. In 1854, a "case" (an open bookcase?) was
improved by the addition of doors, a base and feet and subsequent graining and
varnishing. This work was done by Charles Dogherty. A table was in the room at this
time since its lock was replaced. Blinds were already on the windows but there do
not appear to have been curtains. The windows seem to have had a type of storm
sash. In 1859, an outside sash with a sliding light was provided at a cost of 18 s. and
in the same year, an outside sash was painted and glazed with 12 lights 21 1/3" x 15
1/4". It is possible that a carpet was laid in the room in 1861 when Frances Preedy,
keeper and general factotum of Province House, was paid 10 s. for making and
putting down a carpet. She was paid an identical amount for similar work for the
lieutenant-governor's office which may indicate that the two carpets were the same
type and size.
The number and location of rooms occupied by the clerk and his assistant is not
clearly defined in available documents. Until 1860, the assistant clerk was also road
correspondent and furniture purchases and alterations for this official appear to be
accounted for under the latter title. Yet a number of references in the 1850s seem
to imply the existence of two rooms associated with the clerk of council. In 1856, for
example, a large rail and banisters were provided for the "council office" at a cost of
L 4/4/- ((9 6 s. per foot run = 14 feet). This would seem to be one of the offices since
the meeting room for the council was referred to as the council "chamber". The
accounts give no other indication of location or subsequent removal. In August 1859,
however, a "rail and turned balluster" was installed in the "clerk of Council's" office
at a cost of I 3/15/-. At the same time, an account was paid for graining a railing in
the clerk's office in oak (10 yds (9 3s). This would seem to be the same railing and
the terminology suggests that it was in fact in the office occupied by Desbrisay since
his position was not divided until 1860. Unless the clerk had moved his office in the
intervening three years (for which there is no other evidence), there would seem to be
two rooms in use in addition to the room occupied by his assistant the road
correspondent. It is possible that Desbrisay employed a second assistant in this
period and that one of these rooms served as an anteroom/2nd assistant's office.
There is however no evidence of such an official until 1867 when W.C. Desbrisay is
listed as "second assistant clerk, executive council". It was not uncommon in colonial
civil administrations for an official to employ an assistant paid for from his own
salary and it is possible that this is an instance of the practice. Existence of a second
assistant might help to explain the purchase of what seems to be an excessive number
of desks for the clerk of council. In 1857, a counting house desk was purchased from
Charles Dogherty for L 5/10/- and in 1858 a pine desk was purchased for 7/6.
Moreover Debrisay must have had a desk in his office when the public offices first
opened in 1847/48. The 7/6 pine desk was probably for the clerk's use in the council
chamber since it appears in a list of work done in that room. The counting house desk
remains a mystery unless it represents replacement of the Desbrisay's own desk.
Following the division of Desbrisay's post in 1860 and the appointment of a
separate assistant clerk of the executive council, there appears to have been some
re-arrangement of offices. In Oune 1860, the railing and baluster in the "anteroom"
to the clerk's office was removed and the floor repaired. Could this represent the
closing of a second floor anteroom/2nd assistant's office and the opening of an office
for the assistant clerk (executive council) on the third floor? The repair work
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coincides with the purchase of a writing desk with drawers (I 4) and with a slightly
earlier account for removing bookcases from the clerk's office and thus the
hypothetical office shift is given some support. In addition, the "anteroom" to the
clerk's office is not again mentioned and the earliest reference to the clerk's upstairs
office is in 1861. In the absence of more definite information, this confusion cannot
be dispelled. Fortunately it does not have a substantial impact on the interpretation
of 214 as Desbrisay's office.
Other references give clues to fixtures and furnishings in the clerk's office.
Like many of the public offices, the clerk's was identified by a gilded sign (1856)
although there is no documentary evidence to indicate whether the sign hung above
the doorway or was affixed to the door. The door itself (or less probably the door to
the council chamber from the clerk's office) had a spring which was installed in 1857.
Two brackets were installed in 1857 (probably by Dogherty) and there appears to have
been substantial wall shelving including 29 feet put up and painted in 1859 and 8 feet
in 1860 (the latter might be in the upstairs office if it was in fact established at this
time). In the same year, a large coal box was purchased and painted. Other artifacts
likely to have been placed in the clerk's office were three seals purchased in 1852
from Henry Stamper for the use of the councils ( t 11/2/-). They were probably
mounted on a seal block. Lists of stationery bought for this office are also available
for a number of years during our period.
The above description of furnishings and changes in this room is based on two
assumptions - that the terms "council office" and "C.C. office" refer to office(s)
occupied by the clerk or assistant clerk of the executive council. On the basis of
comparative terms used in the accounts, these assumptions seem reasonable although
conclusions are complicated by the existence of the clerk of the legislative council
(although not until after 1860). Further research may however change these
descriptions.
President of Council's office (202)
The president of the legislative council in September 1864 was Donald Montgomery
who had assumed that post earlier in the year, succeeding Charles Young. Montgomery had been speaker of the assembly before becoming president of the upper
house. The president of council presided over the meetings of the council and
appears to have functioned analogously to the speaker in the assembly. In earlier
years, the president had acted as administrator of government on a lieutanentgovernor's absence or death and the position seems to have been one of prestige
although by our period probably not of much real power in keeping with the declining
role of the legislative council. The president's office probably served as his private
office although there are indications that it was also used for meetings. Later in the
century, the man proposing the introduction of standard time recorded that he met
with several councillors in the president's office to discuss the intent of the change.
Stoves: references to cleaning stoves and stovepipes indicate the presence of one in
this room. No details appear in the documents.
Lighting: a "slide pendant" ( t 1/12/-) was installed in the president's room late in 1859
(the account for the work is dated 20 December 1859). Candles or burning fluid may
have provided supplementary lighting.
Furnishings and fixtures: accounts for the 1850s dealing with the president of council
present some problems since the incumbent of this office was also Judge of Probate
and as such probably occupied an office on the ground floor as well. Hence some
items are identified as "President of Council", some for "Judge of Probate" and
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others simply as "Dr. Young". The items discussed below are those which seem to be
specifically intended for the upper office.
A carpet was provided in 1854 by Charles Dogherty and in 1855, 10 pieces of
paper hangings (L 1/10/-) were purchased from D. & G. Davies who seem to have
operated a general dry goods/hardware business. The mahogany desk with fretwork
(17/10/-) provided by Dogherty may have been in this room although it appears in the
accounts with items specified for use in the council chamber and thus may have been
for the president's use there. It would seem likely that even if this desk were in the
chamber, the president would require some type of desk or table for his private
office. The only other item specified for the president's office is a mortice key possibly for the door leading to the wing stairs.
It is possible that the president of council wore a gown during sittings of the
council. Photographs of council members in 1873 show the president wearing a loose,
open-sleeved gown similar to an academic robe. The photograph does not indicate a
top hat like that worn by the speaker and the differences in the traditional role of the
speaker and the president may have meant that the latter went hatless in the
chamber. On the other hand, the standing orders of the council suggest that he may
have worn a hat. Further research may be necessary to clear up this point.
Legislative council chamber (203)
The legislative council in 1864 had undergone substantial evolution from the body
which first met in this chamber in 1848. It still served as an upper house presided
over by a president but in 1862 the council was made elective and its membership
reduced to 1 3 - 4 from each county and 1 from Charlottetown and Royalty. Half of
the council was elected every 4 years but the crown could not dissolve the council as
it could the assembly. Hence its elections did not coincide with general elections for
the assembly.
Analysis of the manner in which the council functioned serves to provide some
details for period refurnishing. Where possible the following description is taken
from P.E.I, sources. Some conclusions are based on material dealing with other
colonies, in particular Nova Scotia. The throne on the raised dais appears to have
been reserved for the use of the lieutenant-governor when he visited the legislature
to read the speech from the throne, to approve bills and to prorogue or dissolve the
session. Certainly this was the practice in Nova Scotia and fits with British
parliamentary tradition. The president therefore would have sat below the throne - a
picture of the Nova Scotian council in situ shows the president sitting in front of the
dais in the same type of chair as the other councillors. In front of the president is a
rectangular table with a man at either end. These would presumably be the reporter
and the clerk of the legislative council. Both these offices also existed in P.E.I. In
Nova Scotia, the councillors sat at desks which were arranged in a semi-circle on
either side of the president with the men sitting in order of seniority of appointment.
In P.E.I., they appear to have used tables which may have been pushed together.
Possibly the councillors used the large and one smaller table with the other smaller
table used by the reporter and clerk (although the latter may have had his own desk)
and the president at his small mahogany desk (if in fact that was in the chamber).
This amount of theorizing is probably unnecessary since in order to accommodate the
colonial delegates, it is likely that the three tables, regardless of the ordinary
arrangement, were pushed together. Additional chairs, probably from the assembly,
would have been required for the 23 delegates.
Stationery appears to have been provided for the delegates. The list includes
such items as penholders and pens (some specified as Gillott's pens), bottles of ink,
blotting paper, notepaper, foolscap, letter paper, envelopes, sealing wax, 1 dozen
almanacs (publisher not given), an inkstand and matches, including one box of wax
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matches.
Stoves: i t appears as i f stoves were installed in the council chamber when the building
was f i r s t opened. References consistently refer to stoves in the plural although they
are otherwise unspecific. In 1856, two backs to the stoves were provided and in 1858
repairs were made to the stoves, one of which was identified as a Franklin. By 1861,
there was a stove set up in the gallery - i t was repaired and equipped w i t h a zinc
stand at t h a t t i m e . When i t was installed and whether i t was a dumbstove (as is
likely) is not indicated. Moreover its u t i l i t y would seem to be questionable since i t
appears as i f the council gallery was not in regular use. Coal seems to have been the
commonly used fuel throughout the period since annual accounts indicate substantial
purchase of coal for the building.
Lighting: the type of lighting used in Province House before the introduction of gas is
not recorded except for purchases of candles and burning f l u i d . Both assembly and
council tended to meet during the day (usually ca. 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) but since
the sessions were conventionally held in late w i n t e r / e a r l y spring some supplementary
lighting would seem to have been required for overcast days. There is however no
documentary evidence of lighting fixtures u n t i l the introduction of gas a f t e r 1855.
The council chamber was in f a c t one of the last areas to be equipped for gas
lighting. The accounts are dated early in 1860 w i t h the work likely done in December
or November 1859. The fixtures specified for the council chamber are not in f a c t
clearly defined - "2 rings, f i t t e d complete w i t h t i n and iron pipe, brass unions <xc
1 5 / 1 3 / - " . Other fixtures installed around the same t i m e were described as 2 lamps (9
75s, 2 frames (9 L 1, painting and glazing (the frames presumably) and gilding crown
w i t h gold leaf. These fixtures were not specifically identified by location but some
analysis of possible location can be done, p r i m a r i l y by elimination of other areas.
The assembly, courthouse and library for example had been provided w i t h gas fixtures
in 1855 and i t is questionable whether new fixtures would be installed so soon. The
cost of the lamps (ca. L 5 each) is considerably more than the cost of the 3 pointed
brackets provided for many of the offices ((9 L 1/4/-), the slide pendant in the
president of council's room ((9 t 1/12/-) and indeed the rings listed for the council
chamber ((9 ca. L 2/16/6). A 3 light chandelier purchased at this t i m e cost 110 while
a 2 light one cost L 6. Hence the mystery lights seem to be roughly equivalent to the
2 light chandeliers, if in f a c t cost can serve as a valid comparison. The pillars
outside Province House installed in the autumn of 1855 appear to have cost ca. L 10
each.
A number of possibilities for these lights can be considered:
1)
gas pillars - like those in the assemby (if they date to the 1850s), on the other
hand, the pillars outside were in f a c t referred to as such and logically interior pillars
would be so described in view of the d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n between brackets, slide pendants
<5cc evident in the accounts.
2)
the rings, lamps and frames f o r m a set and were hanging lights
3)
the lamps were f i t t e d elsewhere in the building - stair well e.g. On balance, the
f a c t that the list in which these items occur is quite specific as to location and that
these items immediately follow the rings definitely identified w i t h the council
chamber tends to present a stronger case for assigning the lamps to the chamber as
w e l l . In this event, might they be the t w o relatively simple end fixtures which appear
in the earliest photo of the chamber ca. 1906? This suggestion does not solve the
problem of where in the room the " t w o rings" were located or provide any assistance
in describing them more f u l l y . In addition, the central f i x t u r e remains a problem - i t
does not seem t o f i t any of the documentary descriptions unless i t might possibly be
one of the fixtures mentioned in the 1859 account of Williams' ball. This theory of
course is predicated on those lamps being l e f t in the building. The central f i x t u r e
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was certainly in the room in 1906 and the burners appear to be identical to those in
the single lights flanking it. The 1906 photograph gives no indication of brackets or
gas pillars although the latter may have been removed when the room was converted
to office use. Existing brackets would logically be kept since office use of the room
would seem to require greater illumination than previously needed. Again candles
and fluid lamps probably supplemented the gas and in fact 2 plaster candlesticks were
purchased for the council in 1864.
Furnishings and fixtures: Charles Dogherty is assumed to have provided the original
undocumented furniture. Subsequent purchases and repairs give only limited clues to
the type of furniture in the room. In 1854, Dogherty put gimp on the president's chair
- although not clearly identified it seems likely that this would be the chair used in
the chamber rather than in his office. In 1855, new brass locks were placed on a
table in the chamber which, combined with Dogherty's 1849 repairs to tables, tends to
support the use of tables rather than desks. On the other hand, in 1855, a brass lock
was put on "Mr. Walker's desk" - Walker being a member of council. This apparent
contradiction may in fact be merely one of terminology since there are no other
references to desks in the chamber and this may merely indicate his place at one of
the tables. Moreover in 1861, a covering was placed on the large table in the
chamber - phraseology which implies more than one table in the room at that time.
In addition to the tables, the mahogany desk referred to for the president of council
and the pine desk for the clerk were probably in this room. Other specific items
include a large press with cornice and interior partitions to hold council papers
provided by Dogherty in 1857 for L 6 and a clock brought from Alfred Purchase in
1863. Dogherty also repaired a mahogany chair in the chamber in 1858 - the chairs
currently in the room would seem to be part of the original furnishings. When the
building was first opened, the lieutenant-governor's chair on the dais appears to have
been the one previously used and there are no specific references to its replacement.
It is likely that provision of a throne would form part of the contract for furnishing
the room and that it was not ready for the official opening but supplied shortly
thereafter. In 1859, a chair described as the throne was extensively repaired by Mark
Butcher. The work included restuffing with 2 1/4 pounds of hair, gimping and
varnishing at a total cost of I 1/14/3. This reference is not specifically identified
with the council chamber but seems likely since the equivalent chair in the assembly
is customarily referred to as the speaker's chair.
The question of whether the royal coat of arms now on the assembly dais was
originally in the council chamber does not seem to be answered by documentary
sources. The one mention of a coat of arms in the detailed accounts states that the
coat of arms was covered when carpets were raised in April 1857. There is no
indication which room is referred to. Inasmuch as the coat of arms was not in the
assembly in the 1890s and appears in photographs after the council dais was removed,
it is not inconceivable that it came from the council chamber. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that it is the royal coat of arms and would seem more suitable
in the chamber where the vice-regal official sat. A royal coat of arms surmounted
the dais in the Nova Scotia council chamber while the provincial coat of arms was
placed over the canopy in the assembly.
In addition to the chairs provided for the councillors, there may have been
others, probably simpler in design, behind the railings at the end of the council
chamber. By this time, the debates of the council were open to the public, press and
members of the assembly and chairs may have been provided although it is possible
that listeners were expected to stand as was apparently the case in Nova Scotia. The
north end of the room was most probably the public area since access to the south
was through Desbrisay's office.
Like the library, the council chamber windows appear to have been fitted
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originally with both blinds and curtains. In 1855, 8 blinds of brown holland were made
for the chamber and 36 yards of cord was provided with the blinds. A reference in
1862 mentions new roller ends for blinds so they would appear to be the conventional
roller-type. The floor was covered with a carpet tacked down on a base of straw.
The walls were tinted (as recently as August 1864) and the ceilings whitewashed - no
references to gilding in the council chamber have been found for this period. Aside
from the Purchase clock, it is possible that some pictures may have hung on the walls
- an account in 1858 refers to "putting up picture frame" under the heading
"legislative council." By the later 1850s, this room seems to have been equipped with
double windows since in 1858, an account was included for putting on double windows.
Similar accounts appeared in subsequent years. The door - possibly the main one -was
equipped with a spring and chain and mortice locks and keys were frequently
mentioned.
Several rooms, presumably adjacent to the council chamber, served as waiting
or entry rooms. In 1857, there was reference to a new mortice lock for the anteroom
to council chamber and in the following year, an account was submitted in February
for laying carpet in the anteroom with tacks. Since the carpet was raised several
months later (in April) it is possible that the carpet was installed only for the sitting
of the legislature and that the room served as an office for the remainder of the
year. The location of the anteroom cannot be determined from the documents.
Room 204 would be a logical possibility - it would also have permitted access to the
railed area at the north end of the chamber. Another possibility is the second wing
room (201) which contained the staircase. It was probably this room which was
referred to in the account for a new mortice key "in back council." The only other
reference to an anteroom occurred in 1860 when three cloak pins were installed
there. Room 201 may have been meant here as well since it would be the logical
place for outer garments to be left, on the assumption that council members used
these stairs as a private entrance to the chamber. Documentary evidence provides no
firm direction for historical use of these ancillary rooms.
Floors, stairs and halls
Floors and stairs: the floors on the second storey appear to have been painted stone
colour. There is no documentary evidence for any type of floor covering but
contemporary practice might justify one to protect the floors. The stairs were
painted as was the banister with the hand rail apparently varnished (1860 account).
Halls: in general the hall walls appear to have been whitewashed with painted
woodwork. In 1848, an account was paid for labelling each of the public offices. This
custom was probably continued although there is no evidence as to how or where a
sign or number was fastened to or above the doors. The only clue is an 1891
reference to the signs "upon the doors" in the lower hall.
Lighting: the only specific reference to lighting fixtures in the halls are 3 chandeliers
installed by the Charlottetown Gas Company in December 1859/January 1860. These
items were described as 1 3-light and 2 2-light chandeliers in the "upstairs hall."
Whether the second or third storey is meant is not clear. Might this installation mark
the closing of the skylight opening to the second storey? In this case, the three
chandeliers may have hung on the second storey or the 3-light one may have been
placed in the stair well with the 2-light ones in the hall. Brackets may have been
placed on the walls of both the ground and second storey. Two double brackets were
purchased in 1856 (3 24s and 5 16-inch brackets were bought in 1859 (9 5s, although
this latter seems a very small amount for fixtures. None of these purchases were
identified by location. The lighting does not appear to have been adequate since in
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July 1891 there were complaints that it was nearly impossible to read the signs on the
office doors on the ground floor.
Since the above was written, the restoration architect has investigated the framing
for the skylights more thoroughly and has concluded that they were closed much more
recently than suggested here. Accordingly we now plan to install the 3-light
chandelier in the main stairwell and the 2-light fixtures in the centre of the second
and third floor corridors.
Lighting - Province House (August 1979)
I have done further thinking about the subject of gas lighting in the Council Chamber
and I wonder if, for all that the two 75s. "mystery" lamps are not designated as
pillars, they in fact are - they are described as being painted and glazed with a crown
gilded in gold leaf - which certainly sounds much more like an exterior light - yet
pillars were installed outside Province House in 1855. Photos dated between 1855 and
1863 show two sets of pillars - one set (i.e. 2 lamps) along the street and another two
nearer the south entrance. Could this be installation of a second set of outside
pillars?
In the years for which we have detailed accounts, there are frequent and
regular purchases of burning fluid and candles. For the years between 1861 and 1865,
there are treasury warrants which are quite specific for purchases, if not for
services. The only reference to kerosene in this period is in September 1864 and that
is for the St. Peter's lighthouse. Accordingly although kerosene was in use well
before this time, it does not appear to have been used at Province House. Perhaps
because supplementary lighting there was not as requisite as in a home, since most
business was transacted during the day, and of course, since it was institutional use
(i.e. no children) the drawbacks of burning fluid may not have been too much of a
problem. The only possibility is that kerosene purchases is hidden under "sundries"
yet that notation usually refers to stationery and cleaning supplies &c and overall the
accounts are fairly specific until later in the 1860s. Burning fluid does seem to be
the fuel of choice for them plus candles of course - remember the 1864 purchase of a
plaster candlestick for the council chamber.
Gas lighting - Province House (October 1979)
I have been reconsidering the assignment of a slide gas pendant to the President of
Council's office on the second floor of Province House. I have begun analysis of the
documents on furnishings and fixtures in the ground floor offices and as a result, now
think that the slide pendant identified for Young may have been located in his ground
floor office as judge of probate.
1)
slide pendant described as being in "Dr. Young's office."
2)
accounts for gas piping indicate that the offices of the colonial secretary,
colonial treasurer and judge of probate were piped for gas at approximately the same
time i.e. very late December 1859. A 3-pointed bracket was mentioned specifically
for the colonial secretary's office and another 3-pointed bracket was purchased for
the same price, possibly for the colonial treasurer. The slide pendant for Young
bought at the same time would therefore seem more probably to have been located in
his office as judge of probate. Clearly all this is not conclusive but on balance, I
think it more likely that the pendant was in the ground floor office which would of
course have been used much more regularly and probably for longer hours than the
small office of president of council would have been.
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Carpets and curtains - 2nd floor, Province House - Summary (January 1980)
Carpets - library - references to raising and re-laying of carpets there - no specific
reference to type - probably Kidderminster considering usage throughout the building.
Council chamber - references to raising and re-laying with tacks, also purchase of
brass tacks, and straw for carpet. No reference to type until late 1870s when a
Brussels was purchased for the room. Carpet in the chamber does not seem to have
been changed in the years for which we have detailed references. In 1864, the floor
was likely to have been covered by the carpet originally installed in 1848 - 16 years
of use in a room which did not have heavy traffic does not seem impossible. In view
of the lack of precise reference as to type, comparative analysis must be relied on.
Considering that the decorative detail in the chamber was more elaborate than in the
assembly and considering that the chamber in which the councii met was traditionally
viewed as a more "stately" room, use of Brussels rather than Kidderminster might be
justified.
Clerk of council's office - installation of carpets in the offices was intended and
probably implemented in 1848. Through the 1850s, detailed accounts support use of
floor coverings and indeed in 1861, Frances Preedy, caretaker of P.H., was paid 10s
for making and putting down a carpet in the council office, which may be this room
(see previous paper on 2nd floor for arguments why). This carpet account bothers me
however - the amount is so low. Even matting bought for the court house at the same
time was 2s 2d per yard. As well there doesn't seem to be an entry that would cover
purchase of carpet material as a separate item with Preedy paid only for sewing.
Given the March date, I am more inclined to think it was cheap matting prepared to
protect the good carpets from heavier usage during the legislature session. In view of
the ordering of the use of Kidder minister for the offices in 1848, it would seem the
most likely choice here as well.
Curtains and blinds - library - both curtains and blinds are mentioned although with
no details. Sources suggest that roller blinds were most common in the building in
the 1850s and 1860s and throughout the period there were substantial purchases of
brown holland and osnaburg linen. Roller blinds with brown holland fabric (as in
council chamber) seems a suitable choice. There are no descriptive details of
curtains for our period. In 1864, the ones originally hung in 1848 were probably still
in use. They had been installed by Joseph Dodd, local upholsterer, who advertised
that he hung curtains "in latest styles." Curtain fabric was unidentified except for
the scarlet moreen in the governor's office in the 1848 estimate. Given common use
of moreen and its insulating properties, a fabric of this type might be a suitable
choice.
Council chamber - here use of brown holland roller blinds is clearly documented
(1855). Curtains were installed by Dodd but the first specific reference occurs in
1903 when new ones were installed. The earliest pictures of the chamber show these
curtains. The 1890s picture of the assembly shows heavy curtains with a figure in the
fabric but these may in fact have been installed in the mid 1890s when the room was
redecorated. Again comparative information might justify use of moreen or similar
fabric.
Clerk of council - a blind was documented in this office duirng the 1850s. No
description of it was given but roller blinds seem most commonly used in the building.
Office windows do not appear to have been curtained in our period.
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Lighting - 2nd floor Province House - Summary - (January 1980)
Library - architectural evidence indicates 2 ceiling fixtures. This was one of the first
areas in the building to be fitted for gas (1855 summer). In my analysis of the
documentary references to 2nd floor furnishings last April, I hypothesized that the 2
end fixtures in the council chamber might have come from the library. While this
argument remains hypothetical, it does seem plausible and provides for appropriate
use of historic fixtures.
Council chamber - accounts here are rather confusing. They seem to indicate
installation of gas early in 1860 or late in 1859 - the famous "2 rings fitted complete
with tin and iron pipe, brass unions &c" of 7 January 1860. Gas light had been
installed in the chamber for the Fenwick Williams' ball in July 1859 however - the
newspaper accounts refer to the "blaze of gaslight" in the room and talks of "new and
improved gasaliers having been introduced for the occasion." To add further
confusion, there is an account dated 15 August 1859 for "connecting gas-pipe for C.
Chamber" (4s) and one dated 14 December 1859 for "repairing gasaliers." I'm not sure
where all this gets us - particularly in view of the 1903-06 photos which show the
central fixture as now and the 2 single light, sliding (?) end fixture. Could we
hypothesize 1)
central fixture was installed temporarily for Williams' ball in July 1859 and left
in with more permanent piping installed in August of that year (account above)
2)
end fixtures were simple gas rings installed in January 1860 and taken out at
some undetermined date (before the 1903 photo). I cannot see how the fixtures in
that photo could be described as "rings." There would therefore seem to be two
options - 1) use central fixture and reproduce 2 gas rings for ends 2) use central
fixture and reproduce 2 pendant lights as per 1903 photo. Of these 2, I prefer the 2nd
because the whole argument is hypothetical and at least with the 2nd, we know that
we are reproducing something for which we have more detail and which did exist in
the building at a given date rather than undescribed gas rings. Not a very
satisfactory argument but on the basis of the evidence we have, the one I find the
most defensible.
President of council's office - little architectural evidence - as I mentioned in
October 1979 I think the "slide pendant" for Dr. Young was probably in his downstairs
office as Judge of Probate. The office as president of council would not have been
used extensively so probably did not require even as good lighting as an office in
regular use would have. Possibly as bracket on the analogy of brackets in the colonial
secretary's and treasurer's offices?
Clerk of executive council - no documentary evidence - architectural evidence
indicates central fixture - later than our period? This office would have been in
fairly consistent use - clerk was a full time civil servant - hence demand for light
would be greater than in some of the other rooms. Possible installations - pendant as
in Dr. Young's? (and as possibly suggested by extant gas piping?) or bracket as in
some of downstairs offices? Might be interesting to use pendant to contrast with use
of brackets elsewhere but certainly there is no clear evidence for either in our
period.
Library Fixtures and Furnishings (February 1980)
The following is primarily a pulling together of information on the library contained
in other memos - the site-specific documents pertaining to this room have been
thoroughly mined and are not likely to yield additional information. Some of my
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analysis of the library has therefore been based on comparative material and
extrapolation backwards from later references. Lighting, carpets and curtains were
discussed in two previous memos (January 1980). No reference to them is therefore
included in this memo.
Stoves: nothing to add to my original analysis of this room done earlier in 1979 - i.e. 2
stoves, most probably with one having stovepipe extending through ceiling to
dumbstove above. No indication from the documents which stove may have provided
heat for the upper level - there may be some architectural evidence on this.
(Architectural investigation has revealed no evidence of a stove pipe hole datable to
our period in the library ceiling. Hence if a dumbstove was installed in the upper
library, it seems to have been heated from another stove, perhaps in one of the
adjacent third floor offices. Our restoration of the room does not therefore include a
stovepipe hole to the third floor. (30 April 1981)). Ghostmarks on the floor of the
library suggest false mantles at both ends of the room and a lead sheet to protect the
floor from the heat of the stoves was still in situ at the east end of the room - I think
there is a ghostmark for a similar one at the west end.
Furniture: no additional specific information has been acquired since my early-1979
memo other than the tack lines which the architect plotted when the original floor
was uncovered. We do not have an original list of furnishings for this room and have
therefore perhaps more latitude in our decisions for refurnishing. Some additions
made to the furniture in this room in the 1850s and 1860s provide clues to what was
already there. Specific additions:
1)
mahogany desk covered with high quality cloth (Dogherty, 1854).
2)
small table (Peter Vaniderstine (retailer, not apparently manufacturer), 1856)
3)
unspecified chairs (George Douglas, 1864)
4)
mahogany bookcases (2) and mahogany glass doors (4) (Dogherty, 1857 and 1858)
Of these items, 3 and 4 require more comment. 3) these chairs cost L 10/1/- -in
1854, Mark Butcher charged 36s for a mahogany "small" (i.e. without arms) chair Douglas1 chairs were either much less expensive or few in number. An 1855 ad for his
shop included hair-stuffed spring bottom chairs (mahogany), best Grecian cane
bottom chairs, cane seated and wooden chairs and office chairs - no prices
unfortunately. In 1864, he was advertising as a manufacturer and dealer - cane and
wood chairs and office chairs and stools - again no prices. These 1864 chairs may
therefore have been fairly straightforward, wooden chairs, perhaps for use at tables
or desks. The chairs originally placed in the room might logically be like those
provided by Dogherty for the assembly and council since he did all 3 rooms - unless
the 12 mahogany chairs provided by Butcher in 1854 were for this room. Butcher's
work in 1854 was a fairly substantial refurbishing of an unidentified room - I am still
trying to associate the date with some political change (or some other event) in an
attempt to decipher which room was the object of this work - more information if I
come to a conclusion but in the meanwhile we might go on the assumption that it was
not the library. I really have no reason to conclude that it is.
4) mahogany bookcases and mahogany glass doors - in June 1857, 4 mahogany doors
with glass and locks were received by the librarian - for lack of other documentation,
I would suggest that they represent doors for 2 (or 1 if they are separate doors
provided for the upper and lower halves) open bookcases already in place in the room.
Since the library had been in use since the building opened, some bookcases must
already have been in place - in 1849, the library held over 500 books, some of which
were large folio volumes, as well as runs of newspapers, probably also bound as folio
volumes. In May 1858, the library was filled for 2 mahogany bookcases which had
been received by the time the account was paid. The total number of bookcases is
insoluble from the documents - my own inclination would be to follow the evidence of
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the carpet tack lines and put bookcases at all locations where there is no tack line
flush with the wall. This is based on the reasonable assumption that the room was
carpeted from the start. There seems to be little doubt that in our period, there
were no bookcases standing away from the walls - an estimate in 1901 refers to
extending bookshelves across the room to relieve congestion on the existing shelving.
As to desks, tables, chairs &c - again the documentation is not extensive - see
list of additions above. The librarian seems not to have been there on an "all day,
every day" basis - he would however have required a desk (perhaps Dogherty's above?)
During the legislative session, at least in the 1860s, Francis Preedy, janitor
extraordinaire, seems to have had charge of the library - the regular librarian was
often also one of the reporters for the legislature. Other desks or tables would be
required since the library was not intended as a general circulating library although
members of the legislature appear to have had borrowing privileges. Given the
continued dual usage of the room, I think we would be justified in having at least one
desk (or 2 given the 1861 reference to desks, although this is otherwise unspecific),
and several fair-size tables which could be pulled together for use by MLAs.
According to Mrs. George Rogers sr., the librarian and his assistant had their desks in
a row close to the windows when she worked there in the 1910s. This is of course
sensible given the need for as much natural light as possible.
To summarize: little hard evidence all told but I think we could justify
bookcases along the walls (number dependent on tack lines with perhaps compromise
given continuing dual use of room) - at least 2 mahogany and some, if not all, with
doors; desk for librarian (mahogany like Dogherty's 1854 one?); 1 small table (Peter
Vaniderstine) - useful as a side table with lamp or large enough for one person to
write at?; several tables (or light desks?) which could be used for meetings by
present-day MLAs, (given the 1861 reference to desks, it might be most suitable if we
did manage to have more than one in the room but this might be an area where
compromise because of continuing use might be involved) and chairs - some like the
ones in the assembly and council, others more mixed in character and quality to
represent the Douglas purchase although these would be brand new in September
1864. The mahogany bookstand from Mark Butcher is not specified for the library but
it would seem probable that it was here. The only portable artifact mentioned for
the library is a copy of Wright's map of P.E.I, (based on Admiral Bayfield's survey)
placed in the room in 1852 - this was probably mounted and hung on rollers if all 5
copies placed in Province House at this time were prepared in the same way.
Function: generally it functioned as a reference library although members of the
legislature could, and did, borrow books. The library also served lawyers who appear
to have removed books from the room as well. In fact, security does not appear to
have been good considering the lists of books which were periodically published as
having been removed from the library. In 1856, there was discussion of letting
members of the public use the library as a reference room without circulating
privileges and given the lack of a public library, I think our interpretation of the room
should allow for this. The shelves appear to have been identified with letters possibly in gold like the legislation library shelves in the N.S. Province House still
are. The library was under the management of a joint committee of the assembly and
legislative council who were responsible for ordering books and magazines (although
the librarian probably did actual selection and ordering), for ensuring that the books
were kept in good repair and for disposing of such books as they thought proper and
using the proceeds thereof to buy new ones. They obtained this last power in April
1863 so there may have been some fairly wholesale pruning of library shelves between
then and our September 1864 period.
The library also seems to have served as a museum to some degree. An 1861
guidebook of Charlottetown gave the following list of geological specimens placed in
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the library by Abraham Gesner, the early Maritime geologist.
C. Birch Bagster, The Progress and Prospects of Prince Edward Island, written during
the Leisure of a visit in 1861. Charlottetown, 1861.
Catalogue of rock &c collected on Prince Edward Island and deposited in the library
of the legislature by Abraham Gesner.
sulphate of barytes from Gallows Point
copper ore from Governor's Island
cupreous rock - Governor's Island
black oxide of manganese - Murray Harbour and other places
hydrous peroxide of iron ore or bog iron ore - several localities
red marl - Governor's Island
white marl - Governor's Island
gray sandstone - Gallows Point
chocolate coloured sandstone - Gallows Point
mixed micaceous sandstone (common)
portion of fossil tree - Gallows Point
common red sandstone
sandstone changed by trap dyke at Hog Island
common compact clay
limestone - Orwell Bay
limestone - Gallows Point
limestone - Hillsborough Bay
limestone - common on west shore
red conglomerate limestone - common
limestone - Mills Point, Indian River
corallerei limestone - Mills Point, Indian River
limestone - Governor's Island
limestone - Bedeque
limestone - Grand River
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2nd storey, Province House, Charlottetown.
Since this plan was drawn, evidence has been discovered to confirm that the
stairs from the ground to the second floor in the west wing were in fact located
in room 201. Hence, the function of the two wing rooms has been reversed -201
is now stairs, 202 office.
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